15 ways to get things done in open source

Stormy Peters
Good idea ...
… nothing happens
15 ways to make it happen
Do a lot
Believe you are empowered
Recruit others early
Don't worry about credit
Join the conversation
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"In the traditional workplace you don't have to be efficient in your communication with people because you can count on them to be there."

- Why Work Sucks
Get effective at information
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Learn to use email
Reply-to-all
Reply-to-list
Team building
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Messes with the system
Think the best
Meet people
Be yourself
Ask for help
Be grateful
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Be flexible
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Show passion
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Have fun!
GNOME Foundation
http://www.gnome.org/friends
Kids on Computers

http://kidsoncomputers.org
Stormy Peters
http://stormyscorner.com
stormy@gnome.org
Twitter: @storming